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A snapshot of Newbury Primary School
Newbury P.S is located in the North West suburbs of 
Melbourne in the rapidly growing area of Craigieburn.

We opened in 2017 and currently have 832 enrolments, 
consisting of 39 classes (possibly 48 next year).

83% of our children have a background other than 
English (LBOTE).

We have 42 refugees and 20 new arrivals that arrived 
to Australia in the past 12 months. 

We have 33 different languages spoken at home 
within our families.



Newbury Primary School
We have refugees, new arrivals along with second and third 
generation children that have only spoken their first 
language with little exposure to English.

We have children come from war torn countries, skilled 
migrants and many have a low socioeconomic status.

We have children that have come from 
traumatic backgrounds.



Our vision for EAL at Newbury
Student well being is at the forefront of everything we do and is part of our mission.



80% of students

15% of students

5% of students

2 different roles at 

Newbury for EAL



How do we decide who requires intervention?



EAL Assessment Kit
P-2         3-6

Conversation
Retell

Sequencing
Positional language

Sounds – beginning, end, middle
Vocab – picture chat

Letter ID
Writing
Reading



5% of students

Response to EAL intervention model
Small group intervention prioritising from Year 6 down. Work for these children 

is based on their language proficiency and specific English skills needed. This is 

a mixture of explicit instruction, language experience and teaching through 

the teaching and learning cycle (Beverly Derewianka). The sessions are 

always based on developing their oral language and vocabulary. 

15% of students
With the middle tier children we do a lot of Language 

Experience. This approach promotes reading and writing 

through the use of experience and oral language. 

Classroom teachers are given professional learning on how to cater for the 

EAL learners in their classroom.

We also have an EAL support teacher that works with teachers on specific 

areas of need.
80% of students



EAL professional learning 

Each stage has three levels

Example 

A1.1 – beginning

A1.2 – progressing towards

A1.3 – at standard

A2.1 - beginning





Strategies for the classroom

• Routines
• Time
• Natural, clear and 

simple language
• Scaffold
• READ
• Down time

Reduce the cognitive load



Visual support



SOCIOLINGUISTIC 

PROFILE

New arrival families 

Meet with the family

Gain as much information as possible

Relay that information back to the classroom 

teacher so they can best cater for their 
wellbeing, academic and cultural needs  



New arrival families and students 



WHEN WE ARE TEACHING EAL 
LEARNERS, WE NEED TO SCAFFOLD 
THEM UP TO SUPPORT THEIR LEARNING, 
NOT DUMB THINGS DOWN. 



THANK YOU 

plant.kate.m@edumail.vic.gov.au

Any questions?


